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There are some errors found from WS2015:
Is the discussion record correct?

If USAT08664 has been unified with �
(U+2AB5E),
01354 should be removed.
However, it’s not well to unify USAT08664 with
�(U+2AB5E). The Master ideographs Seeker shows the
pronunciation of �(U+2AB5E) is xì, and the evidence

01354
(SAT)
U+304BF

异 shows the pronunciation of USAT08664 is 丁禮反, which
体 means USAT08664 is the variant of 抵. It’s better to unify
USAT08664

字 USAT08664 with 𢪔(U+22A94) via IVD, which 𢪔
= (U+22A94) is the variant of 抵 shown by Kangxi
𢪔
Dictionary and the pronunciation is 丁礼(禮)反 as well
shown by 《廣雅》.
《廣雅》, Volume 5, Folio 3

00301
(SAT)
U+303D7

异 The evidence shows “USAT05880……毘袂反……説文
体 作 USAT06181 敗衣也從巾象 USAT05880 破衣也……”
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字 Compare with 説文, the USAT05880 is the variant form
= of 敝 (U+655D) and USAT06181 is the variant form of
㡀
㡀 (U+3840). The radical of 㡀 (U+3840) is 巾 and the
evidence has shown the radical of USAT06181 is 巾.
The evidence shows “樊……音煩……説文云鷙不行也
從爻從林從大聲也又音攀或作USAT10180一也” which
异
02330
(SAT)
U+3040B

体

the original text from 説文 is “鷙不行也从𠬜从棥棥亦
聲” and some scholars thought 鷙 should be corrected to
“ 騺 ” ( 段 玉 裁 ) or “ 縶 ” ( 李 守 奎 ). It can confirm

字
USAT10180 is the variant form of 樊. The radical of 樊
=
on Kangxi Dictionary and current Unicode is 木, but the
樊

best radical of USAT10180 is 廾. 説文 shows the radical
is 𠬜 which means 反𠬞 (aka 廾), so we can choose 廾
as the radical.
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